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ABSTRACT 
The present study is based on research on strong experiences with music as well as 
musical chills. A questionnaire was sent online, indicating a web link to a musical piece. 
Fourty-four participants responded by marking the moments or intervals corresponding 
to a strong experience, further providing a more detailed account of their experience. 
Results have shown that the most frequent musical feature associated with strong 
reactions was novelty, followed by contrast. Other less often identified features were 
those connected to changes in intensity, unexpected modulations, sudden pauses, reprise 
of the theme or resolution, all similar to those described by current literature. Regarding 
the emotions described, they were mostly positive or neutral/ambiguous, with a high 
degree of specificity, not entirely overlapping with the available scales – admiration 
stands out among them, a very frequent feeling, which may be part of a distinct category 
of music induced emotions, an aesthetic “super-emotion”. The method allowed for the 
observation of emotional dynamic during musical listening, resulting in patterns of 
tension-relaxation similar to those of narration. The subject accounts were further 
analyzed according to the SEM descriptive system. Finally, we assessed correspondences 
between the self-reported mechanisms and those described by the Juslin and Vastfjäll’s 
BRECVEMA model as well as Scherer and Zentner’s production rules model. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Strong experiences with music 
In the introduction to his volume Strong experiences with music, Alf Gabrielsson refers to 
Robert Panzarella’s research, who, in 1980 (apud Gabrielsson, 2011) requested 103 
subjects to describe an intense experience that involved music listening or viewing a 
visual art piece, with factor analysis revealing four factors: 1) an altered perception of the 
world as newer, better and more beautiful; 2) motor and physiological response (altered 
heart rate, breathing, changes in posture or movement, the presence of chills); 3) quasi-
physical responses (e.g. the feeling of floating), 4) a feeling of fusion with the aesthetic 
object. Physiological and fusion responses were more frequent for subjects involved with 
music, whereas the other two types of responses were equally frequent for music and 
visual arts. 

Following the content analysis of hundreds of detailed descriptions of intense 
experiences involving music, Gabrielsson and Lindström Wik (2003) proposed a set of 
seven categories which they termed the SEM Descriptive System: general characteristics, 
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physical reactions, perception, cognition, feeling/emotion, existential/transcendental 
elements, and personal/social elements. Lamont (2011), using Gabrielsson and Lindström 
Wik (2003)’s descriptive system, aimed at investigating the three „paths” to happiness 
described in peak experiences literature: pleasure, involvement and meaning. By 
presenting a group of 64 students with Gabrielsson’s original instruction, the author 
aimed to investigate the holistic nature of SEM and at exploring similarities between 
experiences described from the point of view of music, listener and of the listening 
situation, and the grouping of descriptions according to the aforementioned „paths”. 
Results showed that involvement and meaning, along pleasure, which is a frequently 
cited such factor, play a very important role in individuals’ relationship with music. 

 
Emotional response to music 
One ubiquitous subject in music psychology in general, and in strong experiences with 
music in particular, is the relationship between music and emotion. There are various 
debates around the music-emotion relationship, particularly regarding mechanisms 
through which music elicits emotion. Scherer and Zentner (2001) proposed a 
formalization of emotional response to music in terms of production rules. In their view, 
emotions experienced by the listener are a multiplicative function of various features: 
structural features of music (basic – timbre, meter, tempo etc. or intonation patterns), 
performance features (performance mastery, the state expressed by the performer), 
listener features (experience, stable affective disposition, current affective state) and 
features of context (location, event, and acoustics). Besides the aforementioned 
production rules, Scherer and Zentner (2001) advance the idea that music induces 
emotions via a set of mechanisms, themselves grouped in two: mechanisms acting via a 
central path: appraisal, memory and empathy, and mechanisms acting via a peripheral 
path: proprioceptive feedback and the facilitation of preexisting emotions. 

Another attempt at providing a framework for understanding music induced 
emotions was provided by Juslin and Västfjäll (2008: 563), who initially proposed six 
mechanisms through which emotions are induced by music: brain stem reflexes 
(reactions to basic sonorous properties of music that may signal the presence of 
important or urgent events), evaluative conditioning (the repeated association with a 
certain emotional response), visual imagery, episodic (biographical) memory and musical 
expectancy. The revised model includes rhythmic entrainment and aesthetic judgment, so 
that the model is now known as BRECVEMA (Juslin, 2013). Juslin and Laukka (2004) listed 
a series of other mechanisms through which emotions related to music are formed: 
proprioceptive feedback (Scherer & Zentner, 2001, apud Juslin & Laukka, 2004: 225), 
empathy with the performer (Clynes, 1977, apud Juslin & Laukka, 2004: 225). 

  
Musical correlates of emotional responses   
A frequent and largely accepted view in music emotions literature rests on the idea that 
emotional reactions to music are the result of violated expectancies (L. Meyer, E. 
Narmour, D. Huron). These expectancies are mostly learned through exposure to the 
music of a specific culture, through the internalizing of general and style-specific implicit 
rules. There is a vast literature exploring musical expectations, and some of them 
attempted at investigating the role of violating expectations in the emotional response. In 
order to investigate Meyer’s theory, according to which emotional responses occur as a 
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result of violations of musical expectancies, Sloboda (1991) asked musicians participating 
in a study to choose three passages (preferably marked in the music score) that 
generated the following responses: shivers down the spine, laughter, lump in the throat, 
tears, goose pimples, racing heart, yawning, pit of stomach sensation, sexual arousal, 
trembling, flushing/blushing or sweating. Results showed that the most frequent 
reactions were associated with the following ten music-structural features: harmony 
descending cycle of fifths to tonic; melodic appoggiaturas; melodic or harmonic 
sequences; enharmonic change; harmonic or melodic acceleration to cadence; delay of 
final cadence; new or unprepared harmony; sudden dynamic or textural change; 
repeated syncopation; prominent event earlier than prepared for (Sloboda, 1991: 114). If 
Sloboda’s original study was limited by participants’ musical knowledge, since they were 
required to mark responses in the score, the availability of online recordings allowed us 
to also include non-musicians’ responses. Since we believe that physiological responses as 
those used in the same study (Sloboda, 1991) represent but a part of clearly marked 
possible responses, we also aimed to include reactions with a less precise physiological 
component, but just as subjectively memorable. 
  
A special case - chills 
Chills or frisson are one of the reactions most frequently invoked in response to music. 
For J. Levinson, chills’ presence completes the aesthetic experience, by confirming the 
body’s participation (Levinson, 2006: 236). Chills have also frequently been considered an 
important indicator of a strong reaction to music by researchers such as John Sloboda, Alf 
Gabrielsson or Jaak Panksepp.   

Following a series of experiments Panksepp (1995) links the frequency of chills to 
certain musical features – such as dramatic crescendos – and concludes that most chills 
(but not all) are linked to „negative” emotions, such as sadness or melancholy. In 
Panksepp’s view, if chills are not associated with negative emotions, they accompany 
musical passages with ambiguous emotional expressivity.  

Levinson (2006) asserts the existence of two types of chills: one that is shorter in 
time and appears in response to dynamic or timbral events, and one that is induced by 
melodic, harmonic or rhythmic events (structural features). Among the latter, the author 
includes certain melodic sequences, certain harmonic progressions, chromatic 
intensifications, pedal sounds, harmonic delays, avoided or postponed cadences, 
sustained tremolos and melodic leaps. Levinson criticizes the idea that strong reactions to 
music appear in moments of violated expectancies as being an overgeneralization that 
ignores music’s expressive character. Instead, he proposes that „being moved” by music 
and experiencing intense emotions during listening may only be adequately explained 
through semi-narrative interpretations, semi-conscious and semi-articulated thoughts 
that take the form of emotional scenarios. He finally emphasizes the role of the 
performance in „exploiting” such scenarios. 

In 2005, Oliver Grewe et al. aimed at identifying mechanisms for the production 
of chills, by simultaneously registering subjective (self-reports), physiological (skin 
conductance) and behavioral (the pressing of a button) indicators. Measuring was 
continuous, both for musical pieces selected by subjects, and for pieces selected by the 
authors, and was followed by the measurement of personality traits and listening habits 
of participants. Results showed that chills occur relatively seldom and that subjects 
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reporting chills also displayed certain music listening patterns. Chills are most frequently 
linked to changes in intensity and positive association of the respective musical 
fragments. The authors interpreted the fact that chills do not occur in direct response to 
musical features as a proof that intense musical emotions are not a reflex response, but 
the result of conscious and attentive appraisal of music. Grewe et al. (2011) 
comparatively analyzed chills induced by music, tactile sensations, auditory sensations, 
images, gustatory sensations and self-induced chills. Because for musical stimuli positive 
valence, and not arousal, better predicted the frequency of chills, the idea that it is not 
the sensation itself, but an interpretation of it (not necessarily explicit), that produces 
musical chills, was confirmed.  

Huron and Margulis (2010: 594), in an overview of musical or acoustic correlates 
of frisson/chills have shown that this phenomenon is often associated with the following 
musical features: sudden changes in intensity (subito forte); the extension of range; 
adding one or more instruments or voices; the reprise of a theme or a motif; sudden 
changes in tempo or rhythm; sudden modulations. In his essay, Homer's Prophecy: An 
essay on music's primary emotions, Marcel Zentner lists the following musical features or 
events that usually lead to the experience of chills: expansion in register, suspension 
notes, chromaticism, instrumental dialogue, melodic, rhythmic and timbral properties 
(rising melody, syncopated rhythms, unusually expressive cello), slow tempo (Zentner, 
2010, p. 113). 

 
A WORD ABOUT MUSIC 
Although free narratives of music are not very often used in psychological research of 
music listening, mostly because they are so subjective at times where research focuses on 
increasingly objective methods, we believe that they should not be dismissed altogether 
as untrustworthy, since they might as well provide us with some valuable insights. For 
example, the idea that aesthetic experience may be investigated relevantly via language 
has driven such research attempts. In 2009, in a study aiming to investigate terms used by 
participants to describe the aesthetic value of a musical piece, Istók (2009) had shown the 
importance of the concept of „beautiful”, frequently accompanied by the adjective 
„touching”. Augustin, Carbon and Wagemans (2012) compared terms used to describe 
aesthetic experiences created by music, visual arts or film and were showing that for 
music, more than for the other two forms of art, such terms tend to belong to the 
emotional domain. If for all three arts, terms more frequently identified were „beautiful”, 
„wonderful”, „significant”, „dreamy”, „original”, „special”, „banal”, „innovative”, frequent 
terms for music and film were „emotional”, „touching”, „sad”, „happy”, while for music, 
such preferred terms were „resting”, „joyful” and „classical”. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Participants 
An invitation to take part in this study was sent to approximately 200 persons. The 
questionnaire was filled in by 44 persons, 25 females and 19 males, with ages ranging 
from 20 to 60 years old (average=31,56). 14 subjects were musicians and 30 were non-
musicians. 
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Procedure 
Subjects were instructed to indicate a web link to a musical piece during whose audition 
they had a strong experience, while also indicating the exact temporal marks or time 
intervals where the respective experiences occurred. In describing the task, the word 
„emotion” was not used, instead the questionnaire referred to „experience”, in order to 
avoid restricting the range of possible answers. The procedure was selected because 
identifying „significant moments” in the musical pieces offers the advantage of recent 
audition, which in turn may increase the overall validity of answers, and reduce the 
impact of variations in recency across listening experiences. The fact that participants 
choose the musical material themselves may also facilitate the neutralizing of preference 
and familiarity, factors known to frequently influence results of music listening studies. 
After marking „significant moments”, participants could elaborate on their answers. 
Musical features associated with each reported physiological, emotional or cognitive 
response were identified and analyzed by a composer. Participants’ reports were also 
subjected to a content analysis, whose themes were compared to categories featured in 
Alf Gabrielsson’s descriptive system. Mechanisms described by participants as the source 
of their experience were compared to mechanisms postulated by Juslin and Västfjäll’s 
BRECVEMA model and with Scherer and Zentner’s production rules model, respectively. 
Finally, reports were also analyzed from the point of view of metaphorical references to 
music. The questionnaire also included a series of demographic data (gender, age, 
musicianship) and information about music listening habits of participants (frequency of 
music listening expressed in hours/day; frequency of strong experiences with music, on a 
1-5 scale). 
 
RESULTS 
Music selected by participants 
A large number of pieces chosen by participants feature voice, whether they are vocal-
instrumental (N=20; 45,5%) or vocal (N=5; 11,4%). This is worth mentioning, because 
most studies of music cognition or music induced emotions use mostly instrumental 
materials. This may also be linked to music genres, as Scherer, Zentner and Schacht 
(2002) pointed out that vocal music is more frequently associated with pop music. In the 
present study, a large number of musical pieces belonged to art music (36,4%), which, if 
added responses featuring contemporary music, covers almost half of all answers. The 
rest of responses feature pop music (30,2%), and other various genres, like film music, 
religious music, jazz, hip hop. The proportion of musicians who have chosen classical or 
contemporary classical music is very high, although statistically not significant. Classical 
music examples were also highly frequent in Panksepp’s investigation of musical chills. 
Besides the social desirability associated with „serious” music, it may also be linked to 
social conventions accompanying listening situations for art music, which more or less 
explicitly inhibit motor tendencies. Chills, thrills or similar reactions may thus be 
interpreted as a physiological „outlet” for a natural tendency that has been showed in 
studies analyzing the motor component of music listening. 
 
Musical features associated with strong experiences with music  
Dan Variu analyzed the moments indicated by participants in their responses, first 
without reading their respective descriptions, then including their detailed verbal 
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accounts, with the latter providing additional information, confirming the initial analysis. 
Responses referring to whole works, to autobiographical events or song lyrics were 
excluded, leaving only 25 responses. The most frequent musical feature invoked was 
novelty (mostly the addition of a new instrument(s)/voice(s) in the context of many 
layered musical elements). Another frequent feature was contrast, brought about either 
through sudden changes in intensity, or by the „withdrawal” of accompaniment. Other 
rarer features included changes in intensity, unexpected modulation, sudden pauses, the 
returning of a theme or „resolutions”. All these features are in accordance with those 
mentioned by similar research literature. 
 
Affective valence of SEM 
A first analysis of responses overviewed the emotional valence of responses. As such, 
although the instruction was formulated in valence-neutral terms, 5 participants (11,4%) 
described negative experiences, 16 participants (36,4%) described positive experiences 
and 23 (52,3%) produced ambiguous, mixed or valence-neutral accounts. The results 
resemble those obtained in similar exploratory studies (Gabrielsson, 2011; Scherer, 
Zentner & Schacht 2002). 
 
Types of reported emotions 
Of the basic emotions, participants mentioned joy, sadness, anger, fear and surprise. 
Nonetheless, most accounts featured nuanced experiences, more similar to those 
described by Zentner, Grandjean and Scherer’s GEMS model (Zentner, Grandjean & 
Scherer, 2008), tailored specifically for music-induced emotions: fascination, attraction, 
nostalgia, joy, sadness, calm, meditative state, energized state, serenity, power, 
amusement, sooth, transcendence, being moved, being tense. Besides these, a frequently 
occurring answer is the experiencing of an intense state that cannot be described – the 
experience (...) can barely be described using words (S43). Moreover, some accounts 
mentioned affective responses not included in the standard repertoire of music-related 
emotions models: the feeling of familiarity; pleasure or delight, absent in GEMS; 
admiration, frequently linked to a specific object, be it the performance or the 
composition; a feeling of harmony a resonance (with the composer and the performer), 
gratitude (for experiencing such a state), overwhelm: „something almost unbearable”, 
playfulness. Among the latter, we believe that admiration should be paid closer attention, 
first because of its frequency, but also because it might be part of a higher ordinate 
music-related emotion, somewhat of an aesthetic „super-emotion”, different from 
emotions usually considered in relation to music, which are more directly linked to the 
emotional expression of the musical material. 

Perhaps one of the most noteworthy observations in the present study pertains 
to the nuances conferred to the accounts - and to emotions already mentioned in music 
emotions literature - by the dynamics inherent to music. As such, although states like 
calm or quiet were frequently mentioned, sometimes states with similar valence and 
activation are mentioned in relationship with a previous tense or energized state: 
„resignation” after „hope”; „relief” after „suspense”, „being at peace” after „power”. In 
light of this observation, models that use lists of emotions experienced in relation to 
music may take affective states out of context and force music-related emotions in 
restrictive classifications. Tasks such as the one employed in the present study, may, on 
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the other hand, allow for the capturing of the importance of emotional dynamics in 
responding to music. There were many accounts where something of an „affective 
sketch” of the musical piece could be drawn, somewhat similar to tension-relaxation 
patterns characteristic of narratives: sadness-delight-confidence, power-quietude, 
soothing; impetus-recollectedness-respiro-floating-awakening; frustration-pain-power, 
hope-giving up; calm-pain-anger-despair-calm-pain-anger-sadness. 

 
Chills 
There was no significant link between musicianship and the reporting of chills; nor 
between chills and emotional valence or arousal. While in Panksepp’s (1995) study „sad” 
music produced twice as often frisson/chills than „happy” music, results of the χ2 test 
(χ2=3,104, p=0,212) does not show a significant relationship between chills and affective 
valence or arousal, but this aspect is worth further research, since results of the present 
study may be attributed to the low number of participants. The gender of participants is 
also not significantly linked to the reporting of chills (χ2=0,424, p=0,515). 
As for the association of chills with musical features, of the 30 mentions of chills (made by 
21 participants), 15 referred to a global evaluation, 9 referred to novelty of some type 
(succession of imitations, new theme, the entrance of a new instrument, modulation, 
start of a section), 3 referred to increases in intensity (of which 2 were of a solo voice) 
and 2 explicitly referred to recognition. 
 
The SEM descriptive system 
Responses were analyzed against Gabrielsson’s descriptive system, as presented in the 
volume Strong Experiences with Music (2011). Besides Gabrielsson’s categories, we 
identified two supplementary categories: metacognitive elements (8.1) and references to 
dynamic patterns of tension-relaxation (9.1). Listed below is the original descriptive 
system (Gabrielsson, 2011: 463-468), where themes also identified in participants in the 
present study’s accounts have been underlined: 

1. General characteristics: 1.1. Unique/fantastic/incredible/unforgettable 
experience  
1.2. Hard-to-describe experience, words insufficient  

2. Physical reactions, behaviors: 2.1. Physiological reactions,  
2.2. Behaviors/actions 2.3. Quasi-physical reactions  

3. Perception: 3.1. Auditory, 3.2. Visual, 3.3. Tactile, 3.4. Kinesthetic, 3.5. Other 
senses, 3.6. Synesthetic, 3.7. Intensified perception, multimodal perception, 
3.8. Musical perception-cognition 

4. Cognition: 4.1. Changed/special attitude, 4.2. Changed experience of 
situation, body-mind, time-space, parts-wholeness, 4.3. Loss of control, 4.4. 
Changed relation/attitude to the music, 4.5. Associations, memories, 
thoughts, reflections, wishes 4.6. Imagery, 4.7. Musical cognition-emotion 

5. Feelings/emotions: 5.1. Intense/powerful emotions, 5.2. Positive 
feelings/emotions, 5.3. Negative feelings/emotions, 5.4. Different 
feelings/emotions  

6. Existential and transcendental aspects: 6.1. Existence, 6.2. Transcendence,  
6.3. Religious experience 
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7. Personal and social aspects: 7.1. New possibilities, insights, needs, 7.2. 
Music: new possibilities, insights, needs 7.3. Confirmation of identity, self-
actualization, 7.4. Community, communication  
 

Of the ones listened above, the most frequently invoked categories were 
physiological reactions, positive emotions, musical cognition-emotions, associations and 
reflections, references to music and negative emotions.  

There were relatively frequent references to metacognitive accounts, a category 
added to the original descriptive system. Examples of such metacognitive comments 
include: I receive a musical piece in a unitary fashion; impressions along the piece gather 
in a fuzzy state, hard – if not impossible – to put into words. I don’t search for 
programmatic ideas, I don’t make associations with images (S16), I noticed that contrast 
is what matters to me (S11), I react this way to many songs, in various musical styles 
(S13).  In a study of autobiographical memories of professional and amateur musicians 
and of non-musicians, Kruger and Lammers (2006) have noticed a significantly higher 
proportion of words or expressions regarding cognitive mechanisms among musicians. 
Similarly, Istok et al. (2009) have emphasized the differences between experts and novices 
based on their respective use of vocabulary. The latter made more use of adjectives 
depicting emotional states and emotional regulation, while experts described music as 
stimulating, new, original, varied. 

 
Mechanisms 
Participants’ accounts revealed a much-pronounced auto reflexive character than 
expected, as many of them mentioned emotion-inducing mechanisms as such. Listed 
below are some of the excerpts that explicitly refer to one of the two most cited models: 
Juslin and Vastfjäll’s BRECVEMA and Scherer and Zentner’s production rules. 
 
Table 1. Examples of responses and their corresponding mechanisms in the BRECVEMA or production rules 
models 

 
Excerpt BRECVEMA Production rules 

the climax, when each time I listen I see a boat floating on 
a sea covered by total light (S1 – about Ravel’s Concerto 
for piano and orchestra, part II) 

Visual imagery  

these chainsaws give me an energy boost and make me 
hop, or at least move my arms 

Rhythmic entrainment Proprioceptive feedback 

after that start, which I found banal, there followed 
moments that took my breath (by the clever addition of 
new timbral, rhythmic, melodic elements 

Aesthetic judgment / 
Musical expectancy 

Appraisal/structural 
features of music 

the entrance of the trombone (...) triggers the strongest 
emotion via the surprise factor 

Musical expectancy Appraisal/structural 
features of music 

a strong feeling of missing a person, lump in the throat, 
nostalgia, memories... 

Episodic memory Memory 

the beginning of the piece triggers the joy of listening to it 
again 

Episodic memory (related 
to music listening) 

Memory 

(the piece) came, through repeated listening, to represent 
for me Romanticism, so that each listening makes me feel 
very much “at home” 

Evaluative conditioning Appraisal 

Harmony and text are so beautiful, that each new listening 
gives me goose bumps 

Aesthetic judgment Appraisal 

This part (...) is simply perfectly composed Aesthetic judgment Appraisal 
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Excerpt BRECVEMA Production rules 

there is a mix of the one who wrote the piece, the one who 
plays it in the video, they seem to all match very well 

Aesthetic judgment Appraisal/Structural 
features of 
music/Performance 
features 

the combination of polyphonic harmony (unrestrained) of 
the Renaissance (…), of biblical text and of the vocal-
symphonic mastery of Palestrina, it manages to express an 
unseen energy (at least not today) 

Aesthetic judgment Appraisal/Structural 
features of music 

this piece brings back pleasant memories (...) 
I react this way to many songs, in various genres (...) (you 
remember or relieve pleasant personal moments, the 
context as it was when you listened to those songs 
 

Episodic memory Memory 

an accumulation, a climax I think very well done from all 
points of view (temporality, dramatism, etc.). This 
fragment is a perfect illustration of war 

Aesthetic judgment Appraisal/Structural 
features of music 

I do not believe that emotional states/experience are 
univocal...repeatable in new auditions 

 Appraisal/contextual 
features 

In short, I feel connected to something Higher and truer 
than my own feelings and I rejoice in accessing that (…) I 
feel admiration, like in front of any beauty or purity 

Aesthetic judgment Appraisal/ Structural 
features of 
music/Facilitating a 
preexisting emotion  

it is about perceiving one’s own finitude and own death ? ? 

there is a change of rhythm after a more dynamic 
sequence, which makes me feel an enormous inner space 

Musical expectancy Appraisal/Structural 
features of music 

firstly, the surprise that a known piece, like Paganini’s may 
sound like jazz/it may be performed differently and thus it 
may become contemporary 

Musical expectancy Appraisal/Performance 
features 

I wait in expectation of what comes next. I believe the 
general feeling is one of suspense, followed by relief 

Musical expectancy Appraisal/Structural 
features of music 

Rachmaninoff’s Piano concerto no. 2 is for me (after having 
discovered it) my favorite work 

 Appraisal/Features of the 
listener 

where the choir whispers the text, you may imagine that 
judgment day, once again triggering feelings of fear and 
emotion 

Emotional 
contagion/visual imagery 

Appraisal/ Facilitating a 
preexisting emotion 

because it is a novel and pleasant addition to an already 
known piece. Instruments and rhythm change in a 
harmonious and surprising combination 

Musical expectancy Appraisal/Structural 
features of music 

Moments of fury are at the same time linked to 
melody/words (....). Overall, this song always induces me a 
feeling of loneliness and injustice. 

Emotional contagion Empathy/ Facilitating a 
preexisting emotion 

after the harp solo, the entrance of the choir is pure genius: 
no one was expecting something like this 

Musical expectancy Appraisal/Structural 
features of music 

the strong impression is produced by the quality of the 
voice, not by what is described in the musical fragments 

 Appraisal/Performance 
features 

a moment of tension in the piece which is emphasized by 
brass and percussion instruments, instruments which bring 
a kind of energy to any music, be it classical or not 

 Appraisal/Structural 
features of music 

the chorus brings forward feelings suppressed over time Episodic memory Memory 

(...) a crescendo appears that I felt like a positive liberation  Appraisal/ Structural 
features of music 

I heard it one morning and I almost started crying. It 
triggers in me this feeling of loss and missing 

Emotional contagion Empathy 

It conveys so clearly through its melodic line all the 
performer’s feelings (and the creator of the piece’s 
feelings...) 

Emotional contagion Empathy 

 

A closer inspection of causes invoked by participants for their strong experiences suggests 
that the musical expectancy factor in the BRECVEMA model could be added other musical 
dimensions that are not necessarily unexpected, such as the quality of the performance, 
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compositional mastery, increased intensity, the entrance of a solo instrument etc. The 
production rules model includes such larger categories, both concerning factors 
(structural properties of music and performance properties), and concerning production 
paths (appraisal). Since the BRECVEMA model does not mention performance properties 
separately and limits references to musical features to the violation of expectancies, it 
seems better fit for describing an emotional listening mode, where involuntary, 
associative, physiological and entrainment mechanisms are called forth. Certainly, the 
latter addition of the „aesthetic judgment” component completes the BRECVEMA model 
from this perspective, but its weight and degree of detail remain, to our opinion, 
disproportionately low, compared to the other components. Finally, the role of 
performance, mentioned by the production rules model, but absent in BRECVEMA, has 
been rarely mentioned in music cognition research, a fact suggesting a certain 
attachment to the idea of „absolute music”. 
 
Metaphors and analogies 
The analyzed responses featured a series of metaphorical or analogical accounts, as 
exemplified below: 

- Narration: the piece envelops me in its story and carries me towards a 
crescendo full of surprises (S8) 

- Tension, conflict: I think the general sensation is one of suspense, followed by 
relief. You may think of an explosion: it keeps accumulating, then boom! And 
this happens all throughout the piece, yet it seems different each time, ever 
more complex, so that afterwards it brings you back to the initial state of 
anticipation (S24) a new fight, getting up after a blow, a rebirth (S7) 

- Material: a delicate lace, full of joy and play is weaved (S26) 
- Movement: the way in which these voices grow together and reach a “high”, 

“crystal” moment, then descend and become again soothing, quiet (S38) 
- Rhetoric: it makes me think of questions, because of the repetition of the 

same musical template, ever more intense, more troubled or troubling (S43) 
 

Alf Gabrielsson (2011: 5-6) emphasizes the distinction between perception and 
reaction: while perception entails a certain degree of detachment and neutrality, 
reaction, on the contrary, includes a certain degree of absorption, of identification with 
music. But he also acknowledges the difficulty of discerning between the two, as the 
whole corpus of literature concerned with the emotion expression-emotion induction by 
music debate. Similarly, in the present study, we could distinguish between what could be 
termed as two „listening modes”: 
 

A. one focused on music on a larger scale, with larger indicated intervals and 
accounts describing experiences that are not directly linked to the music, but 
where music seems to act as a background of the experience described e.g.: 
no thought, pure feeling, I have nothing to describe (S15); the chord at 4:50 I 
feel overwhelmed by a feeling hard to describe using words (S21); connection 
to the pleasant sensation felt in water, in my childhood (S27); and 

B. one focused on relatively precise musical events e.g.: at 0.32 the playful 
element is very beautiful (S2); the apparition of the trombone at 2.27 triggers 
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the strongest emotion (S4), the pause and the change of rhythm at 1:40, 
which create a state of suspense and suspension (S20). 

 
DISCUSSION 
The variety of experiences described by participants in this study may partly support the 
hypothesis of synchronization, of coherence or psychological integration, as this is 
described by Imberty (1979), accounting both for the relatively high consensus regarding 
the „hard” aspects of experiences described (strong experiences, overall affective 
valence, the dynamic aspects), and for the low consensus as far as particulars of the same 
accounts, which may be attributed to the effect of verbal mediation. A similar explanation 
is provided by Bharucha (2009) and Bharucha, Curtis and Paroo (2012). 

The method certainly has ecological validity, abiding both by the question of 
musical relevance for participants, and by the requirements of „natural” conditions of 
music listening and of not altering the original musical material. Furthermore, such 
investigations may contribute to the building of a vocabulary specific to musical emotions 
research in Romanian language, as currently it relies heavily on translations from terms 
already ambiguous and highly variable. Another advantage of the current method is the 
formulation of the instruction, which facilitates analytical listening. Compared to 
Gabrielsson’s original task „Describe in your own words the strongest (most intense, most 
profound) experience with music you have ever had” (Gabrielsson, 2011:7) , which favors 
global accounts, where music is often a complement of a non-musical originating 
situation; or with the description of a recent situation when participants were 
emotionally affected by music (Scherer, Zentner and Schacht, 2002), where the relation 
between emotion and music is only accounted for by participants’ responses, in the 
absence of music itself, the task used in the present study enables a finer analysis of the 
musical correlates of strong music listening experiences. 

Some limitations of the study must also be mentioned. First, its results cannot be 
extrapolated to the general population or to music in general, given its purely descriptive 
nature. As such, the results are restricted to a series of observations that, while far from 
offering definitive answers, may provide insights for further research questions and leads. 
Secondly, the study only uses self-reports, a procedure famously known for its sensitivity 
to social desirability. Finally, we must re-state the important idea that there are in fact 
experiences very difficultly verbalized. But from this last point of view, free narratives are 
preferable to forced-choice tasks. Although it allowed for the participation of non-
musicians, the degree of accuracy in determining the musical features associated with 
specific responses was fairly low. 
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